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Emissions Trading and Agriculture 

By Viv Forbes, BScApp, grazier, soil scientist and mineral economist, Rosevale, Qld 

“Only a foolish horse fights with his feed bag.” – Genghis Khan 

 

Global Warming banishes Famine 

Most of human history has been a struggle for food and energy. 

The abundance of food in the western world during the last century or so is not the normal 
human condition. Snow and ice, drought and famine have been regular and persistent visitors 
to mankind.  

We are lucky to live in a time of recent natural global warming. Warmth increases plant growth 
rate, lengthens the growing season, expands plant habitat and makes more land arable. As 
the oceans warm, they expel some of their vast reserves of carbon dioxide, the essential 
atmospheric plant food. Warm oceans also produce more evaporation, and thus more 
precipitation for adjacent land masses. Man’s recent production of carbon dioxide from 
burning coal and oil and calcining limestone has also helped to unlock buried carbon and 
restore valuable carbon dioxide to the biosphere.  

Warmth, water and more abundant carbon dioxide have been the main causes of the 20th 
century Green Revolution which has enabled farmers to feed the growing millions on earth. 

All these beneficial developments are threatened by two things – the distinct possibility of a 
return to natural global cooling, and silly government policies all over the western world that 
will slash food production.  
 
If an Emissions Trading System (ETS) is introduced in Australia, it is inevitable that Agriculture 
will be sucked into it, some operations immediately, others later. Most Australian farmers 
understand these threats and are becoming increasingly hostile to all ETS proposals. 

 

The Central Issue for Agriculture –  

the ETS will be just another Tax on Food and Clothing 

Australian farmers produce a copious harvest of wool, cereals, beef, lamb, pork, chicken, dairy 
products, eggs, sugar, cotton, fruit, vegetables and nuts. 

Not one of these products can be put on the market without producing so-called greenhouse 
gases (GHG) such as water vapour, carbon dioxide and methane. Water and carbon dioxide 
are produced by every truck, tractor, dozer, road train, helicopter, plane, ute, car, quad bike, 
diesel engine, generator, pump and chain saw used by farmers, and their electricity is largely 
produced by burning coal, gas or diesel, all of which produce water and carbon dioxide. Farm 
animals (and all the people who look after them) emit various quantities of GHG from both 
ends.  
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There is no technology on the horizon to replace any of these farming activities with ones that 
do not produce GHG (even if that was a good idea).  

The aim of an Emissions trading Scheme is to forcibly reduce Australia’s production of GHG, 
and to levy a tax on all GHG produced. This will be achieved by requiring all but specially 
favoured businesses to buy increasingly rationed emission permits. 

The ETS will also increase farm input costs for electricity, transport, steel, cement, fuel, 
fertiliser, building materials and stock feed. And unlike the GST, there is no refund of carbon 
taxes paid on input costs. 

Therefore the ultimate effect of an ETS on agriculture must be to reduce our production of 
essential food and fibre, and to increase the costs on those activities that remain. This means 
less production of food, reduced export income, fewer agricultural jobs and higher prices for 
every item of food.  

 

Ruminant Emissions are just recycling natural gases. 

Much ado is made of the fact that ruminant animals produce methane, another common 
natural gas, as well as carbon dioxide. Where is the surprise? ALL animals, including humans, 
emit GHG. So do forests, bacteria, swamps and rotting organic matter – methane is the 
harmless “Will o’ the Wisp”, or swamp gas. It seeps from the Black Sea and exists in 
prodigious quantities in ocean sediments. In energy generation, it is the “clean green natural 
gas”, but in cows it is the “deadly greenhouse gas”. Let’s have some consistent logic here. 

Methane is also painted as so much “worse” than carbon dioxide. But like carbon dioxide, 
every molecule of methane has but one carbon atom, and one molecule of methane oxidises 
in the atmosphere to precisely one molecule of carbon dioxide – no more, no less.  

And where does the carbon in all animal emissions come from? Cows cannot manufacture 
carbon from nothing, nor do they run on diesel fuel – every carbon atom emitted from either 
end of the cow must have come from what she ate – mainly grasses, grains and legumes. 

Where do the plants get their carbon from? It comes from the dreaded carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere or from the humus in the soil. Humus comes from decaying organic matter which 
got its carbon from the atmosphere.   

So every atom of carbon in methane emitted by farm animals came originally from the 
atmosphere. It goes back to the atmosphere, oxidises to carbon dioxide, is absorbed by plants 
and moves once more around the cycle of life. 

What has man changed?  

Long before our farmed animals began emitting methane, the vast wild herds of bison, 
wildebeest, antelope, caribou and reindeer were doing the same. There are no climate 
changing dramas in the farm livestock story. 

Taken over their life cycle, farm animals do not add one atom of GHG to the atmosphere. The 
cycle of life is a closed circle, and if emissions are taxed, then extractions must be credited. 
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Cows and sheep are the same as forests – they extract carbon from the atmosphere, store 
increasing quantities in their growing bodies, and return it to the earth if they are buried, or to 
the atmosphere if their bodies are left to decompose. All effort spent measuring, taxing or 
researching animal emissions is a negative benefits game.  

Agriculture, forestry, soils and animals are all zero carbon sum games. They should all be 
totally exempt from the silly Emissions Trading Game. Including them will achieve NOTHING 
except food shortages, fraudulent accounting games, profits for speculators, jobs for 
regulators and high food costs - a pointless game played at great cost to farmers and all who 
rely on them.  

There are other adverse consequences of the ETS for food production and costs. 

 

Carbon Credit Forests 

The ETS plans to allow GHG producers to evade buying Emission Permits by claiming carbon 
offsets from growing trees. 

People do not eat gum trees. Nor do cattle, sheep, pigs or poultry. The plants that all humans 
should worship are grasses, herbs and fruiting trees – pasture grasses such as Mitchell 
Grass, Blue Grass, Spear Grass and Buffel Grass, cereals such as wheat, corn and rice, giant 
sweet grasses like sugar cane, magic protein producing legumes as lucerne, clovers and 
peanuts, and all the valuable fruiting trees and vegetables. 

Land which once supported grasslands, grazing animals or food crops is already being 
sterilised by the march of Penny Wong’s carbon credit forests. These will prove to be havens 
for feral pests and weeds, bushfire hazards, a liability for some hungry future generation and 
job destroyers for local farming communities. 

Forests and grasslands are forever in competition for living space on our limited areas of 
fertile soil. Naturally the carbon credit farmers will prefer fertile soil that grows carbon credits 
quicker. The ETS and all of its related red tape will greatly disturb the balance in favour of 
single species forests at the expense of diverse natural grasslands and productive family 
farms.  

Aboriginal fires created and maintained Australia’s grasslands. Once these fires were 
reduced, our grandfathers fought the encroaching scrub with axes for space to grow their 
food. Our grandsons seem destined to fight that battle all over again. 

 

Ethanol Subsidies and Mandates 

The policy of subsidising the production of ethanol and mandating markets for it has already 
caused significant diversion of agricultural land from food and forests to monocultures of 
ethanol crops. Prices for corn, palm oil and sugar are higher than they would otherwise be 
because of this forced feeding of ethanol plants.  The higher prices for grain have also 
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increased input costs for other farmers producing foods such as beef, sheep, pork, dairy and 
poultry, all of whom rely on grain feedstock.  

Subsidising the diversion of land from producing food, fibre and timber to producing motor fuel 
is silly and unnecessary. If farmers and investors see producing ethanol as a good business 
they should be free to invest, but taxpayers and motorists should not be forced to prop up their 
investments.  

 

What are we going to eat? 

Back in the 1950’s, a more enlightened government encouraged food production, and the 
PMG (Post Office) produced a “Produce Food” series of Australian postage stamps – a cow 
was honoured on one of them. Today the well fed academics and their sycophants in 
Parliament and the bureaucracy discourage food producers at every turn. 

For example, a Professor of Climate Change at Adelaide University thinks we could/should 
halve Australia’s population of farmed ruminants within two years. Another Professor of 
Economics wants us to raise kangaroos instead of cattle and sheep. 

When we have removed our grazing animals, when water buy-back has taken our irrigation 
water, when our grain and sugar is used for motor fuel and when Australia is covered by 
protected regrowth, carbon credit forests, ethanol crops, untouchable remnant vegetation, 
Wilderness No-Go areas, National Parks, aboriginal reserves, World Heritage Areas, marine 
parks and Wild Rivers Reserves - I have just one question? 

What are we going to eat? 

If we allow this ETS to pass, Australians may need to get used to living on cheap Chinese 
vegetables, Vietnamese rice, Indonesian chicken, Indian curry and Taiwanese pork. 

 

Farmers and the ETS 

The Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme (the Australian ETS) cannot have any beneficial 
effects on climate, but it and its associated policies will certainly increase farm costs, decrease 
farm employment and reduce food production.  

Farmers will be satisfied with just three amendments to the Carbon Pollution Reduction 
Scheme: 

“Reject, Reject, Reject”. 

Viv Forbes 

The author can be contacted at info@carbon-sense.com or 0754 640 533. 

For another perspective on how the ETS will affect Agriculture see: 
http://carbon-sense.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/07/cprs-agriculture.pdf 


